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Highlights

- The US Federal Reserve is done hiking rates. It’s now all about when the cuts commence.
- The October inflation print for headline came in at 0.045%, below consensus expectations of a 0.10% advance. Core came in at 0.227% vs expectations of 0.30%.
- Disinflation has been making steady progress as the breadth of those forces continues to widen out.
- A quick review of Chair Powell’s Checklist:
  - Core goods are still in disinflation albeit at a more modest pace than we’ve been witnessing.
    - Household furnishings are deflating with apparel modestly higher on the month. New and used car prices are in deflation with more in the pipeline.
  - Supercore services eased considerably after spiking the previous month. It’s now back to the pre-COVID trend.
    - Hotel prices fell back to deflation after a notable surge last month. Airfare and rental vehicles declined as well after modest increases in September.
    - Motor vehicle insurance was the one area that bucked the trend. But it should be noted that this item is a lagged function of vehicle prices – both new and used vehicle prices have rolled over meaningfully with maintenance and repair prices as well. Insurance prices are set to follow – more deflation coming.
  - Shelter resumed its steady but choppy trend lower.
    - The path of headline disinflation from here largely comes down to housing services – this represents nearly 42% of core CPI and over 17% of core PCE.
    - We all know the lagged methodology behind shelter costs – plenty more disinflation in the pipeline here as well.
Measures and Components
### Actual vs Target

**US Personal Consumption Expenditures vs Consumer Price Inflation (11/30/11–10/31/23)**

**Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland: Inflation Nowcasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>CPI</th>
<th>Core CPI</th>
<th>PCE</th>
<th>Core PCE</th>
<th>Updated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov-23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>11/16/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-23</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>11/16/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inflation Year-Over-Year Percent Change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>CPI</th>
<th>Core CPI</th>
<th>PCE</th>
<th>Core PCE</th>
<th>Updated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov-23</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>11/16/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-23</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>11/16/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland.
INFLATION TRACKER

Inflation Monitor

Trends in Inflation (11/30/11–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet. Median CPI is the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s Median Consumer Price Index that looks at the median price change of the CPI prices. Trimmed Mean CPI is the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s 16% Trimmed Mean Consumer Price Index which excludes 8% of the CPI components with the highest and lowest one month price changes. The Trimmed Mean PCE inflation rate produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas is an alternative measure of core inflation in the price index for personal consumption expenditures (PCE). The individual price changes are sorted in ascending order from “fell the most” to “rose the most,” and a certain fraction of the most extreme observations at both ends of the spectrum are thrown out or trimmed. The inflation rate is then calculated as a weighted average of the remaining components. Sticky Price CPI is the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta’s Sticky-Price Consumer Price Index which sorts the components of the CPI into either flexible sticky (slow to change) categories based on the frequency of their price adjustments. Core CPI is the Bureau of Labor Statistics Core Consumer Price Index which measures the CPI excluding energy and food prices. Core PCE is the Bureau of Economic Analysis Personal Consumption Expenditures Index which excludes energy and food prices.
Inflation Momentum: Dallas Trimmed Mean

Dallas Trimmed Mean PCE Inflation (12/31/12–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet. The Trimmed Mean PCE inflation rate produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas is an alternative measure of core inflation in the price index for personal consumption expenditures (PCE). The individual price changes are sorted in ascending order from “fell the most” to “rose the most,” and a certain fraction of the most extreme observations at both ends of the spectrum are thrown out or trimmed. The inflation rate is then calculated as a weighted average of the remaining components.
Inflation Momentum: Cleveland Trimmed Mean

Cleveland Trimmed Mean CPI Inflation (12/31/12–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet. Trimmed Mean CPI is the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s 16% Trimmed Mean Consumer Price Index which excludes 8% of the CPI components with the highest and lowest one month price changes.
Inflation Surprises

Citi's Inflation Surprise Index (11/30/08–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet.
Sticky vs Flexible Inflation

Cleveland Fed’s Sticky vs Flexible Inflation (12/31/00–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet. Sticky-price goods are defined as price changes for a particular CPI component that occur less often, on average, than every 4.3 months. Goods that change prices more frequently than this are labeled “flexible-price” goods. About 70 percent of the headline CPI is composed of sticky-price goods and 30 percent of flexible-price goods. About half of the flexible-price CPI comprises food and energy goods, the remainder being largely autos, apparel, and lodging away from home. The sticky-price CPI includes many service-based categories, including medical services, education, and personal care services, as well as most of the housing categories which, by construction, change only infrequently.
Procyclical vs Acyclical Inflation

San Francisco Fed’s Procyclical vs Acyclical Inflation (1/31/05–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Procyclical inflation exhibits a relationship with overall economic conditions where prices move in tandem with the economic cycle. Those categories where inflation has been Acyclical are those where prices are driven by category-specific developments that are independent of the state of the overall economy. Categories exhibiting a procyclical relationship make up 42% of the PCE and include housing, recreational services, food services, and some nondurable goods. The acyclical categories, which make up the remaining 58%, include health-care services, financial services, clothing, transportation, and some other smaller categories.
Flexible Prices Are Back to Pre-COVID Levels

Atlanta Fed’s Flexible Consumer Price Index (12/31/10–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Goods that change prices more frequently than, on average, every 4.3 months are considered flexible-price goods. Roughly half of the items defined as flexible-price goods comprise food and energy goods with the remainder being largely autos, apparel, and lodging away from home.
Sticky Prices: Trend Is Lower

Atlanta Fed’s Sticky Consumer Price Index (12/31/10–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. Bloomberg. Sticky prices are defined as those line items that exhibit price changes that occur less often, on average, than every 4.3 months. Sticky-price CPI includes many service-based categories such as medical services, education, and personal care services, as well as most of the housing categories.
Sticky Prices ex-Shelter: Closing in on the Fed’s 2% Target

Atlanta Fed’s Sticky ex-Shelter Consumer Price Index (12/31/10–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. Bloomberg. Sticky-prices are defined as those line items that exhibit price changes that occur less often, on average, than every 4.3 months. Sticky-price CPI includes many service-based categories such as medical services, education, and personal care services, as well as most of the housing categories.
Services Related Inflation: The Key Risk

Contributions to Core Services Consumer Price Inflation (12/31/18–10/31/23)
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Rent of Primary Residence Owners’ Equivalent Rent Supercore Services

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Supercore Services is Consumer Service Inflation less Energy Services less Rent of Primary Residence less Owners’ Equivalent Rent.
Supercore Service Contribution to CPI

Supercore Services: Contribution To Consumer Price Inflation (12/31/17–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Supercore Services is Consumer Service Inflation less Energy Services less Rent of Primary Residence less Owners’ Equivalent Rent.
Powell’s Checklist: Moving in the Right Direction

Supercore Services Consumer Price Inflation vs Core Goods (12/31/17–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Supercore Services is Consumer Service Inflation less Energy Services less Rent of Primary Residence less Owners’ Equivalent Rent.
Services Inflation Moving in Right Direction

Core Goods vs Supercore Services: Consumer Price Inflation (12/31/17–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Supercore Services is Consumer Service Inflation less Energy Services less Rent of Primary Residence less Owners’ Equivalent Rent. Core Goods is Consumer Price Inflation less food and commodities.
CPI Inflation Tends To Run Higher Than PCE Inflation

Core Inflation: CPI vs PCE (7/31/15–9/30/23)

Weights:
- CPI is based on what people say they are buying (survey).
- PCE is based on what they actually buy (actual sales).
- Weights vary as a result and rental inflation is the outlier.

Scope:
- CPI covers out-of-pocket expenses but excludes payments made on behalf of consumers.
- PCE covers these payments. i.e. PCE includes medical care payments paid by employers and public insurance programs.

Formula:
- CPI uses a fixed basket of goods and services.
- PCE tries to account for substitution effect. If the price of something goes up, people buy less. PCE basket will update accordingly.

Core Inflation ex Transitory Issues and Shelter Trending Lower

Monthly Core consumer Price Inflation less Transitory Issues and Shelter (11/30/18–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Outsized Impacts

Contribution to Headline Consumer Price Inflation (1/31/19–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Used Car Prices: From Headwind to Tailwind

Manheim Used Vehicle Index vs Used Cars and Trucks CPI (12/31/15–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Used Car Prices Should See Further Deflation

Used Car CPI vs Wholesale Prices (1/31/17–10/31/23)
Easing Supply Chain Pressures Means More Goods Disinflation

Supply Chain Pressures vs Core Goods Inflation (9/30/97–10/31/23)

- New York Fed Global Supply Chain Pressure Index (LHS, Adv. 4M)
- Core Goods PCE (RHS)
- Core Goods ex Used Motor Vehicles (RHS)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Inventory Build Starting to Weigh on Core Goods Prices

Inventory to Sales Ratio: General Merchandise Stores vs Core CPI ex Used Cars and Trucks (9/30/17–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Grocery Bills Dropping: Fueling Disposable Income

Select Food Price Inflation (11/30/11–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Energy Bills Dropping: Helping to Increase Disposable Income

Consumer Price Inflation: Energy (11/30/16–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Agriculture Prices Rolling Over

Agriculture Prices vs Consumer Price Inflation: Food at Home (11/30/16–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Projected Monthly CPI Using Inflation Swaps

Consumer Price Inflation: Actual and Implied (1/31/22–12/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. As of 11/16/23.
Headline Inflation Expected to Approach 2% by Early-2024

Implied Consumer Price Inflation vs Expected Rate Hikes (2/28/22–6/30/24)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. As of 11/16/23.
Leading Indicators For Inflation
Underlying Inflation Pressures

New York Fed’s Underlying Inflation Gauge vs Median Consumer Price Inflation (12/31/95–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet.
Underlying Inflation Pressures

New York Fed’s Underlying Inflation Gauge vs Headline Consumer Price Inflation (12/31/19–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Prices Paid Leads Headline CPI

ISM Manufacturing and Services Prices Paid vs Consumer Price Inflation (11/30/98–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Prices Paid Leads Headline CPI

Regional ISM Manufacturing Surveys: Prices Paid Component (11/30/19–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Freight Shipment Volumes Lead Inflation

Cass Freight Shipments Index vs Headline Inflation (11/30/03–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Small Businesses Have A Great Track Record Predicting Inflation

Small Business Price Plans Next 3 Months vs Consumer Price Inflation (11/30/03–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
US Inflationary Pressures

Empire Survey Subcomponents vs Core PCE Inflation (11/30/03–11/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. FactSet.
Momentum and Base Effects
Inflation Momentum

Core Consumer Prices Momentum vs Core Personal Consumption Expenditures (9/30/13–10/31/23)

Core PCE Momentum

Core CPI Momentum

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
When Will Inflation Surges Roll Off?

Contributions to Annual Core CPI by Month (10/31/18–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg. Buckets represent contribution to current YoY CPI from corresponding months showing how much and how long those monthly price gains will continue to factor into annual CPI prints.
Monthly Changes in Headline Inflation Are at Pre-COVID Levels

Headline CPI: Month on Month Change (12/31/17–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Supply Chain Related Impacts
The Issue Is Composition of Consumption

Personal Consumption Expenditures: Goods vs Services (1/31/17–9/30/23)

Vehicle Related Inflation and Housing Drove: Drivers of Core Inflation

Contribution to Monthly Core CPI (11/30/18–10/31/23)

Bottlenecking/Pent Up Demand Pressures

Contribution to Monthly Core CPI (11/30/18–10/31/23)

Bottlenecking/Pent Up Demand Pressures

Contributions to Monthly Headline CPI (11/31/18–10/31/23)

How Pervasive Is Inflation?

Core CPI Less Transitory Issues: Month on Month Change (12/31/18–10/31/23)

What’s Driving Headline PCE Inflation Over the Past 12 Months

Supply and Demand Driven Contributions To Year Over Year Headline PCE Inflation (6/30/17–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. Demand-driven categories are identified as those where an unexpected change in price moves in the same direction as the change in quantity in a given month. Supply-driven categories are identified as those where unexpected changes in price and quantity move in opposite directions. This methodology accounts for the evolving impact of supply- versus demand-driven factors on inflation from month to month.
**What’s Driving Core PCE Inflation Over the Past 12 Months**

Supply and Demand Driven Contributions To Year Over Year Core PCE Inflation (6/30/17–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. Demand-driven categories are identified as those where an unexpected change in price moves in the same direction as the change in quantity in a given month. Supply-driven categories are identified as those where unexpected changes in price and quantity move in opposite directions. This methodology accounts for the evolving impact of supply- versus demand-driven factors on inflation from month to month.

*Note:* The chart shows the contribution of demand-driven and supply-driven inflation over the past 12 months.
Housing Impacts
Shelter Prices Will Drop – Not if But When

Consumer Price Rent vs Market Rents (1/31/19–10/31/23)

Shelter is 41.6% of Core CPI!

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg, Apartment List, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland.
Housing Market Pressures

Rent of Primary Residence and Owner’s Equivalent Rent (3/31/12–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Housing Market Pressures

Contribution of Housing to Monthly Core Consumer Price Inflation (1/31/19–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
The Household Formation Surge Is Over

Household Formation Rate (3/31/90–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Supply Is Coming in Apartments

New Privately Owned Housing Units: 5 Units or More (1/31/75–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Housing Costs Tend to Be A Function Of Workers’ Income

Worker Income vs Shelter Costs (12/31/00–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Housing Market Pressures

Home Price Increases vs Shelter Inflation (12/31/91–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Listed Housing Prices Are Dropping

Percentage Of Active Listings With A Price Drop

Apartment Rents Are Cooling

Annual Change in Median Rent (As of 10/31/23)

Source: Natixis IM Solutions. Apartment List.
Rental Prices: Slowing From a Blistering Pace

Monthly Change in Rents (1/31/18-10/31/23)

Apartment List Monthly Change in Median Rent

US Zillow Rent Index

Wage Pressure
Wage Growth: Broad Softening

Wage Growth By Industry: Average Weekly Earnings Growth (1/31/22–10/31/23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Average Weekly Earnings Growth (% YoY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Private</td>
<td>-2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education &amp; Health Services</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Activities</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure &amp; Hospitality</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining &amp; Logging</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional &amp; Business Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation &amp; Warehousing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Pressures

Atlanta Fed’s Median Wage Growth (1/31/97–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Service Sector Wage Pressures Falling

Average Hourly Earnings: Service Sector (12/31/19–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Small Businesses Not Hiking Pay

Small Business Compensation Index: Pay Hikes (10/31/18–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Pressures

Indeed.com Posted Wage Growth (3/31/19–10/31/23)

Wage Pressures Are Easing And Job Market Is Cooling

Indeed.com Posted Wage Growth vs Job Switcher Wage Growth and Quit Rates (3/31/19–10/31/23)

Labor Market Churn

Atlanta Fed’s Median Wage Growth: Job Switcher vs Stayer (10/31/13–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Job Switchers Are No Longer Commanding a Wage Premium vs Job Stayers

Job Switcher vs Stayer Premium (1/31/97–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Labor Market Churn

ADP Report: Median Year on Year Change in Annual Pay for Job Switcher vs Stayer (12/31/00–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Quits Rate Points to Easing Labor Market Tightness

Nonfarm Quit Rate (12/31/17–9/30/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Pressures

Atlanta Fed’s Wage Growth By Skill Level (4/30/01–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Pressures

Atlanta Fed’s Wage Growth By Percentile (12/31/97–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Pressures

Atlanta Fed’s Wage Growth: Hourly vs Non Hourly Worker (12/31/97–10/31/23)

Wage Pressures

Atlanta Fed’s Wage Growth By Age Cohort (12/31/97–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
The January Jobs Print Changed the Narrative

Nonfarm Payrolls (1/31/21–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Wage Growth Continues to Close in on Pre-COVID Trend

Average Hourly Earnings (1/31/21–10/31/23)

Wage Momentum Still Elevated

Contribution to Aggregate Earnings Growth (3/31/07–10/31/23)

Source: Natixis IM Solutions. FactSet.
Continuing Claims Remain Benign: Laid Off Workers Are Finding Jobs

Initial Claims vs Continuing Claims (7/2/21–11/10/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
**Labor Supply Now Exceeds Labor Demand**

**Labor Demand vs Labor Supply (11/30/18–10/31/23)**

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Compensation Plans Have Peaked

National Federation of Individual Business Compensation Plans (11/30/18–10/31/23)

Real Wages Not Keeping Up

Real Private Sector Wages (12/31/15–9/30/23)

Real Wages Not Keeping Up

Real Private Sector Wages (12/31/15–9/30/23)

Real Wages Not Keeping Up

Real Private Sector Wages (12/31/15–9/30/23)

Who Spends What On Essentials

Essential Expenditures By Income Percentile

Market Based Perception
Consumers Expect Prices To Fall

University of Michigan Survey of Consumers: Good Time to Buy: Prices Won’t Come Down (2/28/78–11/30/23)

Source: Natixis IM Solutions. Bloomberg
And Energy Prices To Moderate

University of Michigan Survey of Consumers: Expected Change in Gasoline Prices Next 5 Years (12/31/92–11/30/23)

Source: Natixis IM Solutions. Bloomberg
Small Business And Inflation

National Federation Of Independent Business Survey (10/31/13–10/31/23)

Source: Natixis IM Solutions. Bloomberg
Market Based Inflation Expectations

US Inflation Breakeven Curve (As of 11/16/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Evolution of Market Based Inflation Expectations

US Inflation Breakevens (11/16/21–11/16/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
Inflation Expectations

Food and Energy Prices vs University of Michigan Survey Inflation Expectations (2/29/12–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Inflation Expectations

University of Michigan Survey Median 5-Year Inflation Expectations (11/30/08–10/31/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, FactSet.
Not All Surveys Are Made Equal

NY Fed Survey of Consumer Expectations (6/30/13–10/31/23)

Inflation Expectations Are Rolling Over

University of Michigan: Inflation Expectations (11/30/13–11/30/23)

Implied Fed Rate Hikes

Implied Probability of Fed Rate Hikes (as of 11/16/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
The Fed’s Implied Terminal Rate

The Market’s Implied Federal Reserve Terminal Rate: SOFR Curve (12/31/21–11/16/23)

Source: Portfolio Analysis & Consulting, Bloomberg.
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In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorized and supervised by the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The above referenced entities are business development units of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a diverse line-up of specialized investment management and distribution entities worldwide. The investment management subsidiaries of Natixis Investment Managers conduct any regulated activities only in and from the jurisdictions in which they are licensed or authorized. Their services and the products they manage are not available to all investors in all jurisdictions.

In the United States: Provided by Natixis Distribution, LLC, 888 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02199. Natixis Investment Managers includes all of the investment management and distribution entities affiliated with Natixis Distribution, LLC and Natixis Investment Managers S.A.

This material should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any product or service to any person in any jurisdiction where such activity would be unlawful.
Disclosure

This presentation is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. References to specific securities or industries should not be considered a recommendation. Any opinions or forecasts contained herein reflect the subjective judgments and assumptions of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect the views of Natixis Investment Managers Solutions, or any Natixis Investment Managers affiliates. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as forecasted and actual results will be different. Data and analysis does not represent the actual or expected future performance of any investment product. We believe the information, including that obtained from outside sources, to be correct, but we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information is subject to change at any time without notice.

This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” concerning activities, events or developments that the Portfolio Research and Consulting Group (PRCG) expects or believes may occur in the future. These statements reflect assumptions and analyses made by PRCG analysts based on their experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions, expected future developments, and other factors they believe are relevant. Because these forward-looking statements may be subject to risks and uncertainties beyond PRCG’s control, they are not guarantees of any future performance. Actual results or developments may differ materially, and readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements.

Index information is used to illustrate general asset class exposure, and not intended to represent performance of any investment product or strategy.

This document may contain references to third party copyrights, indexes, and trademarks, each of which is the property of its respective owner. Such owner is not affiliated with Natixis Investment Managers or any of its related or affiliated companies (collectively “Natixis”) and does not sponsor, endorse or participate in the provision of any Natixis services, funds or other financial products.

Index information contained herein is derived from third parties and is provided on an “as is” basis. The user of this information assumes the entire risk of use of this information. Each of the third party entities involved in compiling, computing or creating index information disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to such information.

CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are registered trademarks owned by the CFA Institute.

Natixis Advisors, LLC provides advisory services through its division Natixis Investment Managers Solutions. Advisory services are generally provided with the assistance of model portfolio providers, some of which are affiliates of Natixis Investment Managers, LLC.

Natixis Advisors, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with a tax or legal professional prior to making any investment decision.

Natixis Distribution, LLC. and Natixis Advisors, LLC are located at 888 Boylston Street, Suite 800, Boston, MA 02199-8197. 800-862-4863. im.natixis.com, natixisimsolutions.com.